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SUSTAIN
sustainable development of the resources  

industries that is acceptable to society

DELIVER

delivery of new data, knowledge, technologies, 

products and services in order to help Members

ENHANCE
enhance standing of the resources industries 

amongst stakeholders locally and globally



Thought Leadership

Collaboration
Build global collaborations

to deliver pre-competitive, transformational 
R&D + Innovation at key technological 

breakthrough points

Pathways to Implementation
Accelerate implementation and commercialisation 

pathways to enable translation and implementation of 
key breakthrough technologies to improve Members’ 

businesses and the minerals industry

Create platforms and opportunities for 
Industry Thought Leadership to drive the 

direction of Transformational Change in 
the Minerals Industry
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Future Energies & 
Emissions Program
Advance energies and renewables 
R&D+I2 programs in resources sector

Future Processing 
Program

Advance R&D+I2 in minerals extraction 
and processing to meet demand and 

SDG imperatives

Future Resources Program
Advance R&D+I2 in exploration, discovery and 
technology for future supply chain needs 
programs in resources and urban recycling

Future Tailings Program
Advance R&D+I2 in tailings management, 

recycling, elimination and closure

Future Water & Waste 
Program
Advance water consumption, generation, 
disposal, and recycling R&D+I2 programs in 
resources sector

Future Copper 
Program
Advance integrated R&D+I2 in global 
copper value chain to serve future 
electrification demands

Future Mining 
Program

Advance R&D+I2 in mining methods 
in an Industry 6.0 World



Environment, Society & 
Governance
Ensure pervasive ESG focus on solutions and integration into 
the mining value chain

Develop capabilities in communities to drive and foster shared 
benefit

Global Test Facilities 
Network
Facilitate accelerated access to a global network of 
diverse test sites, test labs, virtual labs, piloting and 
upscaling spaces for design and demonstration 
CoLabs

Accelerate knowledge, technology and analytics 
testing and scaling, limiting members’ production 
disruption and exposure.

Knowledge & Capacity 
Building
A Future Workforce Program fostering development of 
global talent pipeline 

Focus on implementing and integrating knowledge and 
technology from Amira Programs back into industry

Deploy training and certification courses arising from 
Amira Programs 

Standardisation &
Benchmarking
Standardisation and benchmarking to accelerate, support 
and sustain R&D+I2 transfer and implementation; 

Align with Standards and Guideline groups to accelerate 
pragmatic integration to industry



Ideas Factories

Within mega-challenge frameworks, develop 
R&D program of works to shape Futures 
Programs and enable R&D development 
priorities to solve key technological 
breakthrough points

Mega-Challenge 
Workshops

Work with community to Identify mega-
challenges and key stakeholders, and 
priorities for developing preliminary 
industry-led R&D Roadmaps and 
Frameworks for address key technological 
breakthrough points

Budget and Planning

Support Members build their business case 
for R&D budgets and delivery by 

showcasing Programs of Works and 
providing R&D Budget workshops

Thought Leadership

Create platforms and opportunities for 
Industry Thought Leadership.to drive the 

direction of Transformational Change in the 
Minerals Industry







Emphasis in the study is on the opportunity in 
strengthening Mining Industry’s Supply Chain

“Embracing the use of automation technologies in Australia’s resources industries could, if 

coordinated and well managed, add $74 billion in value to the Australian economy, in both regions 

and cities, and create over 80,000 new jobs by 2030. 

Managing change well is not just about adoption, but is also about seizing new opportunities in 

technology supply and developing the required workforce skills.
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Current technology

Emerging technology

Conceptual technology

Energy & Emissions challenges

Testing facilities

Associations

Innovation hubs

Labour/Education challenges Regional challenges

Showcase Research, Roadmaps, and Challenges

Industry integration challenges
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Cybersecurity & 
Operational control

Human interfacing
& Global capability building

Responsible Interfacing with
& developing of Communities
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STEP 04

Empower

Opportunity

Enable

• Desilo-ing of data, standards and availability
• Communications
• Sharing and transferability of data - interoperability (legacy tech)

• Cultural readiness and change management
• Safety
• Predictive modelling - dynamic mine face 

monitoring, terrain modelling, enable precision 
mining

• Learn from outside the mining sector -
autonomous vehicles

• Enable new concept without risking the value 
chain?

• Scalability
• Digital twins - valuable but not there yet
• Planning/decision making: safety, productivity, 

efficiencies of integration
• Device agnostic - nirvana state
• Interoperability
• Integration between Positioning and other 

sensed data - SAR
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“ Australian figures indicate a                              lower 

number of respondents having an overall information 

security strategy in place with Australian numbers lower 

than both global and regional standards, and in sharp 

decline on prior years

https://www.pwc.com.au/consulting/assets/gsiss-14mar18.pdf


The rapid adoption of emerging technologies is greatly increasing 

efficiency while adding dynamic cybersecurity challenges for 

organizations. Cyberattacks have moved beyond identity theft and online 

account hacks. 

They threaten our code-enabled physical world—our homes, our cities, 

our infrastructure, and even the medical devices in our bodies. 

A host of digital technologies such as AI, automated botnets, Internet of 

Things (IoT), and cloud computing both facilitate attacks and defend 

against them at a scale, speed, and level of sophistication never seen 

before. 

file:///C:/Users/jacqui.coombes/Downloads/us-rfa-future-of-risk-in-the-digital-era-report.pdf


“ Mining companies may think they’re an unlikely target for 

cyberattacks, but as reliance on autonomous and digital 

technology grows, so too does the cybersecurity risk.  And 

the consequences can be a matter of life or death. 

https://www.pwc.com.au/industry/mining/pwc-mine-2020.pdf


2010: 

Stuxnet, a malicious and insidious 

computer worm, ruined 20% of Iran’s 

nuclear centrifuges … SLOWLY



Maersk Incident Response (red-goat.com)

https://red-goat.com/cyber-crisis-exercise/why-you-should-test-your-incident-response-a-review-of-the-maersk-incident/
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Why an Automation and Robotics R&D?
In many ways, Automation and Robotics is already here…

https://insights.rlist.io/p/report-robot-as-service-monetization.html

https://www.ft.com/content/892c6c1e-1d8f-11e9-a46f-08f9738d6b2b

https://www.theguardian.com/australia-news/2016/jun/04/transforming-the-bush-robots-drones-and-cows-that-milk-themselves

http://www.austmine.com.au/Events/category/industry-insights-reports/considerations-when-implementing-autonomous-haulage-in-open-cut-mining

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-46466531



“Protect Workers, Not Jobs”

“Automation and globalisation are centaury-old stories.                 Globotics
is different for two big reasons. 

It is coming inhumanely fast, and it will seem unbelievably unfair”



“There are some companies, particularly in energy and mining, that realistically do 
not have a life span beyond the next 15 to 20 years.  

The markets they operate in are changing so fundamentally that closure or near complete reinvention are the only 

likely outcomes.  Either way, the jobs they currently provide are going.”

“It’s time to realistically evaluate what alternatives communities have, so that government and the 
private sector can 

start seeding new industries with a real chance of taking root.”



Developing opportunities 
to build new jobs and protect workers

Green Tech Jobs:
The shift to a green economy is increasing the pace of 
change in labour markets and skill needs. This study 
of 21 countries, which represent 60 % of the world 
population, shows that economies moving towards 
greener production can seize the potential for job 
creation if they deal effectively with the coming 
structural change and transformation of existing jobs.

International Labour Organisation
https://treasury.gov.au/sites/default/files/2020-09/115786_CISCO.pdf

‘Increasingly, employers are describing robotics and 
automation as imperatives for their businesses. Due to 
the likelihood that most manual processes will eventually 
be automated, employers are looking for laboratory 
services technicians, who are comfortable and practised
in their use of automation. These workers will require 
higher skill levels to maximise the use of new technology.’ 

Blue tech jobs (noun): 
Occupations and skills that are 
technology-intensive but 
require a sub-degree 
qualification

https://www.ilo.org/global/publications/ilo-bookstore/order-online/books/WCMS_159585/lang--en/index.htm
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Future Energies & 
Emissions Program
Advance energies and renewables 
R&D+I2 programs in resources sector

Future Processing 
Program

Advance R&D+I2 in minerals extraction 
and processing to meet demand and 

SDG imperatives

Future Resources Program
Advance R&D+I2 in exploration, discovery and 
technology for future supply chain needs 
programs in resources and urban recycling

Future Tailings Program
Advance R&D+I2 in tailings management, 

recycling, elimination and closure

Future Water & Waste 
Program
Advance water consumption, generation, 
disposal, and recycling R&D+I2 programs in 
resources sector

Future Copper 
Program
Advance integrated R&D+I2 in global 
copper value chain to serve future 
electrification demands

Future Mining 
Program

Advance R&D+I2 in mining methods 
in an Industry 6.0 World



Thought Leadership

Collaboration
Build global collaborations

to deliver pre-competitive, transformational 
R&D + Innovation at key technological 

breakthrough points

Pathways to Implementation
Accelerate implementation and commercialisation 

pathways to enable translation and implementation of 
key breakthrough technologies to improve Members’ 

businesses and the minerals industry

Create platforms and opportunities for 
Industry Thought Leadership to drive the 

direction of Transformational Change in 
the Minerals Industry
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SUSTAIN
sustainable development of the resources  

industries that is acceptable to society

DELIVER

delivery of new data, knowledge, technologies, 

products and services in order to help Members

ENHANCE
enhance standing of the resources industries 

amongst stakeholders locally and globally

Delivery on



CEO & MD Jacqui Coombes Jacqui.Coombes@amira.global
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Member Engagement Sara Sulway Sara.Sulway@amira.global

Enabling Futures Anil Subramanya Anil.Subramanya@amira.global

Technology & Innovation Olga Verezub Olga.Verezub@amira.global
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